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Transform trading internationally with 
Fusion Currency Connect

At Datel we’re in full support of 
businesses expanding globally, but 
we appreciate trading internationally 
comes with its problems – especially 
when dealing with multiple currencies 
and ever changing exchange rates. As 
a solution, our R&D team at Datel have 
developed Fusion Currency Connect, 
which maximises international trade 
opportunities with a simplified process 
to monitor and update exchange rates 
automatically. 

Once an international business that is 
trading, paying and receiving a number 
of foreign currencies starts using Fusion 
Currency Connect, they say they’ll never 
go back to how life was before. Discover 
the impact its implementation could have 
on your team and business:

Life before Fusion Currency Connect:

Hours spent monitoring exchange rates
Users spend a lot of time constantly monitoring websites for updated 
exchange rates to ensure accurate figures on currencies you trade in.

Tedious manual data entry
Sage data inputters have to manually enter exchange rates for  
each individual currency conversion.

Constant physical updates
Exchange rates previously input into Sage must be constantly  
updated manually, taking up a lot of manpower.

Human error and discrepancies
Having to manually monitor and input exchange rates across a number 
of different currencies can result in human error, such as decimal place 
discrepancies that can be very difficult to identify and rectify at a later date. 

Demotivated employees
Employees are likely demotivated having to do tedious but necessary tasks 
all day, leaving little time to focus on other elements of their job.



Life after Fusion Currency Connect

Automated monitoring of exchange rates
Fusion Currency Connect links to popular exchange rate services such as  
Bank of England, XE.com and Oanda, monitoring the rates so you don’t  
have to. By linking to these exchange rate services you will have a complete  
overview of the most recent exchange rates for the currencies you trade in.

Instant updates in Sage
Fusion Currency Connect will automatically post live exchange rate updates 
directly into Sage, so that any new data is input with the most current, 
accurate exchange rates. 

Tailor your tolerances
At a click of a button, you can download the latest rates of your selected 
international currencies, as well as build your own calculations for tolerances 
and map these into Sage instead of raw data. 

Eliminate human errors
As Fusion Currency Connect automatically populates exchange rates 
manually pulled from accurate sources, risk of human error is eliminated. 
Giving you peace of mind that rates are always up to date and accurate.

Boost employee satisfaction
By implementing automated practices for repetitive tasks, you can save 
hours of manual effort and employees can utilise this time to improve 
business productivity. As a result, you will also see a direct impact on your 
business overheads with a boost in employee productivity and satisfaction. 
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